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HENRY'S GENERAL STORE

by HENRY RATZ

I am very unhappy for the simple reason that I have to write
these lines (1/29/89) without having received my latest Tell issue.
We pay the same rate as all other magazines and journals, yet the
USPS is treating the little guys like dirt . I know of a lot of junk

mail that receives much better treatment. Sometimes one gets the
feeling that they haul our journal to the west coast on oxcarts.

§ Bill Lucas thinks he has done the auctions long enough (since
August 1982) . He has made a lot of money for the society and in
the process, many of you have benefited from his long hours of
devoted service . Our sincere thanks to Bill!

A good friend of mine, Vinal Grim, has volunteered to continue
this task. VP Bud Fahs is writing new rules to govern our future
auctions which we will publish as soon as they are approved by our
board. In the meantime, please hold back your material for a while;
we will get the show on the road again in due time.

§ We need another brave woman or man to volunteer for the job
of Slide Manager. While we have no plans to create any new
presentations (thus eliminating the need for any particular audio-
visual skills), we still need an administrator to handle whatever
traffic there is for the existing slide programs. Please don't let me
down! Otherwise, I will be forced to shut it down . My philosophy
is very simple: No volunteers, No extra benefits.

§ On March 7, the Swiss PTT will
issue (among others) two stamps
honoring two venerable institutions.
The 90c celebrates the 2000th anni-
versary of the Great St . Bernard
mountain pass . With it, my old
friend Barry finally gets his picture
on a Swiss stamp (see my plea for
this in Tell #5, May 1983, p.145).

Now, I only have one more Swiss
left on my list of no-shows on Swiss stamps . Yet, he is a man who
has done as much to preserve a precious bit of past humanity and
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culture for future contemplation as any other Swiss that I'm aware
of. With his pencil, charcoal, and paint brush, this man documented
in minute detail a part of mankind that was lost forever shortly
thereafter. The few American Indians that survived the carnage of
smallpox and buffalo hunters, hold him in high esteem today. His
name is Karl Bodmer . If you are ever in Omaha, Nebraska, you'll
have the chance to see his complete works . I wish Washington and
Bern would talk about a joint stamp issue for 1991 on the occasion
of the 700-year Swiss celebration and consider one of Bodmer's
works as a stamp design . It would make a nice background to tie
the two cultures and peoples together . No more Tinguely Kleck-
serei, please!

The second stamp honors the 100th anniversary of organized
fieldpost within the Swiss Army. The lovely picture from 1914, as
printed in the PTT new issue announcement, is just fabulous . And

who said the first mobile post office went into service in 1937?
Look at this one here. It has two distinguished horsepowers and
seems to be very mobile with sunroof, etc . It is also manned by a
civilian postal agent and he has the military postmen sign for the
mail they pick up for the troops. By the way, did you read in
Linn's that interesting story about the 2000-year-old mail they
found in England which was sent to and from Roman legionnaires
stationed in Britannia . They were writing about the same needs



then as any modern soldier has : loneliness, shoe (sandal) problems,
laundry, etc . It brought back memories of a hilarious episode I
experienced in my army days involving a fieldpost package.

§ This cartoon turned up the other day while I was cleaning up
some old files. It was drawn by Erwin Auf der Maur in Bern
sometime in 1983 as his response to my Tell installment "SALE:
The True Cost of Stamps?" . It may have been misplaced for five
years, but believe me, it is still very valid today.

The story begins when one of our members submitted for
expertization a Scott #47, mint, never hinged which had been
purchased at the bargain price of $250 . Upon examination by an
expert in the field, it was found to contain extensive cosmetic
surgery which made the bargain price look like a lot of money
poured down the drain.

Things have not improved since . I believe there is more garbage,
raw and doctored, being peddled and purchased today . I sometimes
shudder when watching fellow collectors at bourses shell out hard-
earned cash in the hundreds after nothing more than a very casual
glance or inspection of the goods . Next time you're at a major
bourse, look at the poor lighting conditions at the tables and count
the number of loupes or 10x magnifiers you can see in the hands
of the buyers. Equally suspicious is a large portion of old Swiss
covers offered at many auctions here . Tears, folds, mildew stains,
etc. are carefully not described, but the centering of the stamps is
proudly noted as VF.
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The essence of my point, judged as a result of observation of
many xeroxes and actual covers : You are paying much too much for
most of that inferior material . I recall that the designer of that
cartoon repeated time after time : "What they can't sell in Switzer-
land, they send over the water because 'Mikey likes everything!"

However sad the situation is, what really gets me hopping mad
are situations like the following . In a recent Swiss auction catalog,
the K-cancel shown here was described as "1965 Neuhausen,
17 .3 .65-18, very rare publicity
cancel, one day in use, RR!"
The limit (or starting price)
was 400 sFr . Baloney! There
is nothing rare about this bird;
probably a junior auction de-
scriber remembered vaguely
that there was such a rare one
with that name and did not
bother to look it up in the
handbook . If he had done so,
he would have found that he
mixed it up with the one from
Schaffhausen which was in use
only one day (#151a of 13 .8 .69;
see photo) which catalogs for
200 sFr . on sheetlets like this
but easily sells for about 400
sFr . these days (and even more
on cover) . The one shown in
the auction catalog is worth
about 10 sFr.

Being a nice guy, I did what I always do when
I spot glaring errors like this one ; I wrote a note on
my bid sheet pointing out their error and hoped for
necessary and responsible action . In this case, it
would have been proper and ethical to withdraw
this lot prior to sale day and relist it in an up-
coming auction with a revised description and limit.
Too easy! After the auction, I saw in the "prices realized" that no
action had been taken . Instead, they managed to hook an unsus-
pecting idiot with their story to the tune of 420 sFr . plus 15%
commission!! How will this buyer feel when he has to sell his
collection in a hurry a few years later and a dealer offers him a fair
5 sFr . for this item?

§ And there are those American bourse dealers who want $5 for a
500 postcard because they insist there was Special Delivery involved.
"Ah, how come, can you show me?" "Sure (dumb buyer), don't you
see it's written in the cancel: GENEVA 1 - EXP. LETTRES . . .? " "Sorry
(you dumb seller), EXP . does not stand for EXPRESS ; it means
EXPEDITION and you don't need a college degree to know that ."
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§ And while we are still with cancels, I knew that one day this
thing of publicity cancel design would be degraded by someone . It
was started, as written many times before, in 1942 by a few towns
interested in promoting their health-spa and other tourist business.
But, pride and competition soon took over in other towns and
villages; and today, after more than a thousand motives have been
promoted, the chances of some of the less fortunate places deprived
of historic monuments slipping in is great . The possibility of some
place advertising their tallest and best braided cow manure stacks,
their women with the prettiest legs, or the ugliest scarecrows of the
region becomes more probable by the day.

And what do I see issued on June 25, 1988?
Do people in Lohn have good taste or not?
Unfortunately, I don't know that corner of
Switzerland well . Do we have any Schaff-
hausers among us who could explain why the
Lohners are so proud that they would celebrate
the 750th anniversary of their "sun terrace" by
actually showing off with two not-so-sexy
smokestacks on their new hand cancel? Terrific
logic ; right out of the loony barn.

§ The Swiss can be so thorough at times that it hurts . For
example, many Swiss local stamp societies are celebrating their 100-
year anniversaries now . Almost every one is issuing a booklet

A spread from "Postgeschichte von Aarau".
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documenting their society history and the postal history of the town
and/or region as well . Most of these booklets are often the best, yet
least expensive philatelic research material available today . Careful
reading of the Vereinsnachrichten section in the SBZ reveals the
availability of these publications . The most recent example was
"Der Verein für Briefmarkenkunde Aarau".

I have a nostalgic bond with this city because I spent tons of
energy and consumed equal amounts of beer in Aarau during my
first three periods of military service . I just had to order a copy of
this Jubiläumsschrift for the modest sum of 16 sFr ., postpaid.

Let me tell you that this booklet is sensational and certainly the
best effort I have ever seen coming from a local club anywhere with
a membership of a mere 300 people . It shows exhaustive research
into the postal happenings of the town which also served as one of
the progressive district offices of the Swiss postal system since
federal times . It's truly a superlative job worth gold to a collector
and hopefully, many golds in literature competitions.

The club history portion reveals one dark cloud . It appears that
their organization of the 1938 National Philatelic Exhibition (see the
Aarau sheetlet in your collection) was just a bit too successful and
profitable ; and instead of getting praise from the Verein, they
actually faced a lot of mud slinging which led to their quitting the
national association . Ah Envy, the wicked stepmother of Success.

§ Another milestone was reached in St . Clara (often confused by
American auction describers with Santa Clara, California) . There
are 1100 of these envelopes (following page) floating around
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courtesy of post office Basel 5 (St . Clara), located at Claragraben 81
in Klein-Basel, which distributed them free on the day of its 100-
year anniversary . Nice gesture! One ended up here in Fiddletown
with some newspaper clippings that gave a few clues to its origin.

On December 7, 1887, the citizens of Klein-Basel, armed with
331 signatures and a letter from their representative, petitioned the
postal authorities in Bern to open a second post office in their part
of Basel which had grown to a population of 20,000 . Uncharac-
teristically, the Bernese bosses reacted with some speed approving
the request by March 1888 and opening the PO at Rebgasse 1 by
October 1st. By way of comparison, after nearly nine years of
trying, pleading, cajoling, cussing, and three petitions and five
postmasters, my fifty neighbors and I finally got a five-mile mail
route extension approved; hence my new address on the masthead.

§ Take a good look at this rather innocent looking postcard from
Switzerland. If you would stumble across one at a bourse in a

dealer's box, you would probably balk at paying more than $1 for
it . But don't worry, there are none floating around like that today.
In a recent article (SBZ #11/88, pp . 325-7), AHPS member Roland
Kohl, long-time president of the Swiss Aerophilatelists, reports that
this card was hammered down at a June 1988 westcoast auction for
the "modest" sum of $6000! What's so special about it? After all,
not so long ago one could buy a beautiful oil painting or chinese
vase for that sum, and this looks like a common postcard.

Apparently, the Zeppelin memorabilia aficionados think it's more
than an average postcard . Au contraire, it's one with plenty of
historic value attached . "Phonse," who signed the card, was a
certain Mr. Alphonso J . Boutin, an employee of the US Navy
Inspector's Office for Naval Aircraft . As part of the war repara-
tions imposed on Germany, the idle Zeppelin works in Friedrichs-
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hafen offered to build a dirigible for the USA in lieu of cash.
Once the details were worked out, construction began in 1922 ; the
craft was designated by the Germans as LZ 126 and registered by
the US Navy as ZR III . Mr . Boutin was sent to Germany to
supervise the progress and execution of some special modifications
requested by the Navy.

As test flights began in the summer of 1924, Mr . Boutin started
dropping postcard greetings from the aircraft, addressed to his wife
or daughter living in Fall River, Massachusetts . Apparently he did
not frank them ; instead, it is assumed that he attached paper money
in the hope that the finder would judge the monetary difference
enticing enough to frank and post them. The card shown is dated
11 .IX .24-17 and postmarked at Basel Riehenstrasse.

Mr. Kohl's article was highly interesting and I shall translate it
in its entirety for you one day . I speculate that Mr . Boutin sat on
these cards for a number of years before he spoon-fed them into
the hungry Zeppelin market . A nice retirement nest egg, but is it
worth $6000? Apparently it is to
someone. I wonder if we'll see
some cards 15 years from now
which were sent from Mars to
Chelmsford, Massachusetts signed
by a guy named Chuck who was
supervising the construction of
secret base USAIX2269?

§ And then we saw the end of the
famous Boker sales of his German
States collection . A bunch of (how
can I say it delicately) rather af-
fluent "stamp collectors" plunked
down about $34 million for all
those goodies . How are we going
to explain this to our 10-year old
startup hobbyist? "Don't waste
your money on USPS new issues.
Instead, work hard and save a lot
so that by the time you think
you 're ready for the big game, you
have enough put away to pay for
the auction catalogs . . ."

A Note for Librarians
Tell has been assigned ISSN 1042-2072 . (For non-librarians

reading this, an International Standard Serial Number uniquely
identifies this publication .) The dual-month publication date on the
cover has been changed to a single month in the hope that it will
expedite USPS delivery of Tell.
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

I'll start by correcting where I left off in my last column . I have
not moved after all ; my address is still POB 868, Del Mar Ca . 92014.

Investing in stamps and philatelic material for monetary reward
has always been part of our hobby . There have always been a large
number of people out there who believe that this is one of the
higher purposes of our hobby . We collectors areconstantly
bombarded with exhortations to buy this or that now before the
price really goes up and to sell later at a fantastic profit which
would put big smiles on our faces.

The sad facts are that all too often individuals who operate on
this principle end up with long faces crying the blues in letters
appearing in our philatelic publications . And how can it be
otherwise when those individuals bought at retail and sold at
wholesale ; not to mention that "investors" all too often overlook
quality in their quest for that day's hot market item.

The intrinsic value of philately is the pleasure it gives to the
collector and the pleasant hours spent learning about and "playing"
with one's collection . I and several fellow collectors spend countless
hours enjoyably searching for and cataloging items which have a
retail value of less than a franc . We'll never feel bad about not
having a beautiful Basel Dove cover because we're realistic . After
all, just think how many machine cancels, UPUs or Cross & Ciphers
one could buy for $50, let alone sFr . 60,000!

And this is where I should comment about frustration -- the
frustration that comes from having an incomplete collection of this
or that . Even a millionaire would think twice about spending the
equivalent of several automobiles for one item . If your budget just
won't stretch to buy that high-ticket cabinet piece, then take solace
in the knowledge that it only takes a minute to mount one item
whereas you can spend hours enjoying a $70 box of stuff.

One way to "have" some of those luxury items is to receive some
of the beautifully illustrated Swiss auction catalogs . I've got
hundreds of Basel Doves in my bookcase, many in full color. These
catalogs aren't free, unless you bid regularly and responsibly ; but
even if you pay for them ($8-10 per year), they offer a great deal
of pleasure and education at very little cost . Two auction firms
come to mind: Rölli-Schär (Kapellgasse 21, CH-6004 Lucern) for
stamps and covers, and Hans R . Schwarzenbach (Oberdorfstr . 8,
CH-8001 Zürich) for postal history and stamps . The SBZ lists most
of the important upcoming auctions in every issue and most firms
will send you a trial catalog on request . But I should warn you that
the material is so beautiful that you may end up sending some
money to Switzerland in exchange for some handsome additions to
your collection.
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The contents of Tell are frequently discussed by the AHPS
officers . Recently, there have been many articles about cancels and
postal history and few articles about stamps. There is a very good
reason for this . No one is sending me any articles about stamps
(or UN Geneva, or Liechtenstein, or airmail, etc .) . As I've said
before, it's really not very hard to write a article that will provide
you with a sense of pride and enjoyment. Surely we can do better
than having only 1% of our membership contributing to Tell.

You may notice that our page count is down in this issue . There
is only one explanation for this: I have very little new material to
publish . Please write an article and sent it to me!

Our Associate Editor, Felix Ganz, has asked me to request help
from AHPS members in a PTT Museum project of plating the three
hotel post stamps of Rigi Scheideck . So far they have been able to
reconstruct the lower half of the sheet as well as the two corners of
the upper half of the sheet . But they are missing examples which
have selvage at the left or right, and as a result it is not yet possible
to determine whether these stamps were printed in sheets of 50 or
100. Collectors with pairs, blocks, or other multiples of these
stamps with selvage are asked to send good photographs (not
photocopies) of actual or enlarged size to the attention of Mr.
Bracher, Swiss PTT, Hauptabteilung Wertzeichen, Ostermundigen-
strasse 91, CH-3030, Bern.

Chuck LaBlonde has more information about the new postman
booklets mentioned in my last column . There are four types of
booklets which can be sorted by the lay-up marks near the inside
fold of the cover and the pane selvage : left, right, center, and none.
They make five booklets at one time from a sheet of stamps and a
sheet of cover stock which are later cut into five booklets . The
center booklet has a small purple line on the sheet and cover which
is used to align the sheet with the cover. The next two booklets,
right and left, have no marks . The two outer booklets have a
horizontal line on the sheet and cover which produces the right and
left line types.

On the cover this month is an example from the set issued fifty
years ago to publicize the Swiss National Exposition in 1939, which
was not a good year for Europe . One has to admire the Swiss for
their optimism and resolve in the face of impending war . In March,
Hitler's armies overran what was left of Czechoslovakia and were
threatening Poland. In April, France and Great Britain made a
guarantee to come to the aid of Poland if she were atttacked.
Throughout the summer of 1939 the Germans made feverish
preparations for war.

The stamp design was, I'm sure, meant to convey Switzerland's
desire for peace (the flowering branch) and her resolve to defend
herself if attacked (the crossbow) . Each of the four values were
printed in the three national languages to symbolize unity.
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Do You Know Swiss Cancels

	

Thomas Galliker

Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde from Der Aushang, Nbrs . 2 & 3, 1986.

The subject for today is razor blade
cancels or "Gillettes ." These concentric
circle cancels with their fascinating date
bridge can still be found easily. They
appear at every bourse and in all sales
circuits. Single stamps with these cancels
are common in kiloware mixtures. Take the
time to search the dealer tables . . .you'll be
surprised. And, the prices are still reason-
able . Razor blade cancels were used by the
eleven cities which had a postal district
headquarters . They were:

Aarau

	

Basel

	

Bellinzona
Chur

	

Geneva

	

Lausanne
Neuchatel

	

St . Gallen

	

Zürich

The first day of use is not recorded . The cancels were in use for
about 40 years : 1898 to 1938 . It is understandable that the cancels
underwent some changes in that long period . Some show signs of
wear, others were damaged by paper clips, etc . The overall razor
blade shape was retained in the redone cancels; only details were
revised.

Several years ago an article on razor blade cancels was published
in the SBZ . This summary, by P . Guinand, contained varieties and
known dates of use . Mr. Guinand has offered to update the tables
with the latest information . I thank him for this.

The diameter of razor blade cancels is between 26 and 28 mm,
with wide variations . Size can depend upon characteristics of the
letter being canceled (thin and solid vs . thick and soft) as well as
how hard the clerk struck the letter . One can speculate whether
Mondays and Fridays were different from other days!

The half circles above and below the date bridge were shaded in
the early cancels . Later, this was left out, replaced with a cross
above and the postal district number below the date bridge . Some
cancels had dots in the date bridge . Often they were missing.

How the read the table on the following pages:
Line 1 Cancel Number (according to Guinand)
Line 2 Number of shading lines above/below date bridge (or

cross/district number in newer cancels)
Line 3 P if date bridge has dots
Line 4 Earliest known use
Line 5 Latest known use
Line 6 Special details

Bern
Luzern
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Aarau

Basel

Bellinzona



Bern

Chur
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Genèva

Lausanne
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Luzern

Neuchâtel
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St . Gallen

Zürich

Patronize Tell Advertisers
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T-Cancels on Swiss Semi-Postals

	

Felix Ganz

Of late, there have been quite a few articles and observations on
postage due stamps of Switzerland, and their successors since around
1954, the regular postage stamps used to collect the postage due.

As a rule, only regular postage stamps are to be used ; but there
are exceptions . For example, the postmaster in the town on Lake
Thun (where my parents lived) hated stamp collectors as well as
commemoratives and took special pleasure in using up any com-
memoratives he had to accept from the regional office as quickly as
possible, and that included using them as postage dues, postmarked
with his large, outlined "T" . Thus, practically all Swiss commemora-
tives can be found with both circle-T and outlined-T markings.
On cover, such items are much more interesting than off cover
because the on-cover status proves that commemoratives were
indeed used for paying postage due ; and were not produced as favor
cancellations (which may be prohibited, but is done).

But what about semi-postals? Their use as postage dues makes
no sense whatsoever because no one in his right mind would pay
postage due plus a surcharge! How then could the illustrated cover
have come about? It is addressed to the largest steel manufacturer
in Switzerland and bears French inland postage instead of whatever
was then the proper postage to a CEPT country (and perhaps
Switzerland was still not a member of CEPT in 1956) . So the letter
was taxed for 26 centimes (in ink) or 25 Rappen in indelible pencil
(MS) right below it . Whichever it was can probably be figured by
a rate specialist ; but, the postage due collected was 30 Rp ., paid by
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three 1956 Pro Patria 10+10 centime stamps . The letter was mailed
on December 14, or 2+ weeks before the Pro Patria stamps of that
year were to be demonetized . And here lies the solution to the
puzzle. Large firms often buy reasonably large numbers of semi-
postal stamps and use them on their correspondence to show that
they are "good guys ." (Some even used to make perfins out of
them.) The clerk who was in charge of affixing stamps to letters
also was most likely the clerk who went to the post office to empty
the PO box (here called "Case Postale Transit" -- Bern 2 was then
called "Transit" and "Case Postale" is French for Post Box).

This clerk carried stamps to pay any postage due and handed the
postal clerk stamps already purchased (common practice to this day).
With the expiration date of the semi-postals so close at hand (and
offices closing for the various holidays) our clerk probably thought
that it would be best to use these stamps any way possible and stuck
them on the envelope which was then duly canceled with the T.

This sounds strange, but there is nothing in the regulations which
prohibits the use of semi-postals as postage due stamps as long as
the customer provides them for that purpose . This explanation is
the only one that makes sense because the post office no longer had
Pro Patria stamps for sale by that date, the Pro Juventute stamps
having replaced them.

If you do not believe this possibility, then please find a more
plausible story. Just remember, however, that many Swiss federal
offices and Geneva international agencies used their service stamps
(overprinted "Officiel," "Nations Unies," etc.) for the very same
purpose as examples in my collection show.

New Postman Steven S. Weston

Make room for another stamp in
the Mail Transport series . On March
7, the PTT will issue a 75c value
depicting a mounted courier from the
17th century. This stamp seems to be
a last minute addition to the other
items to be issued on that date as it
was announced on a separately printed
sheet. Is there a rate increase (or
decrease) I don't know about? How
does this fit in with the usual values
of 25c, 35c, 50c, 80c, and 90c current-
ly issued?

This set is certainly getting compli-
cated with all of the values, new
papers, booklets, and luminescent
coatings. I know that I don't have all of the collectible varieties and
the PTT new issue service will never provide them . Just try to find
each used on cover paying proper rates . Collecting fun . ""
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Auction Action

	

Harlan F. Stone

Before I created an exhibit of Cross & Figure stamps for the
AHPS convention at SEPAD in October, I had never paid much
attention to Zumstein #63Ad, the 15c yellow-orange color variety.
But as I laid out my exhibit pages of this generally inexpensive
series of stamps, I suddenly realized that the yellow-orange is a key
stamp, not just in the Cross & Figure area, but among all 19th
century Swiss federal stamps.

Since then I've been following this stamp in Swiss auction results.
Here's a tabulation of five used copies that appeared during the fall
season. The prices do not include the commission (15-18%) that
buyers must also pay.

Marken-Müller, September 8-10:
Lot 4795; so far off center that the perfs cut into the design on

the left; did not sell.
Lot 4796; some ragged perfs on left; 3600 sFr.

Rölli-Schär, September 15-17:
Lot 4257; well centered ; 7400 sFr.
Lot 4258; the perfs just touch the design at the bottom ; 5000 sFr.

Corinphila, September 26 - October 1:
Lot 6552; well centered ; 5400 sFr.

An AHPS member has shown me the used copy he discovered in
a dealer's accumulation that cost him an average of only 5 cents a
stamp. Unluckily, his copy is badly off center with the perfs
cutting into the design on both right and bottom sides.

The lesson of this little exercise is that sharp eyes can still find
buried treasure, but full value lies in condition . One last point: I
know of a dealer who has offered a mint copy in superior condition
for $40,000.
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Zeigler Varieties

	

Bob Zeigler

New Discoveries on the Pro Juventute Issue of 1929

The 1929 Pro Juventute set
marked the first occasion that a
whole set of Swiss stamps was
printed by photogravure . The set
was printed by the Johann
Enschede firm of Haarlem,

Holland. The middle two values,
both bi-colored, have proved
especially interesting to the varie-
ty seeker.

Zumstein has described and
illustrated the three well-known
retouches on the 20c+5c value as
well as the prominent crack in the
upper left corner and its associ-
ated retouch on the 10c+5c value.
The only plate flaw described by
Zumstein on the 10c+5c is "streaks
in the sky." I have seen two
variants of this, which I call
"railroad track" flaws. Figure 1 shows two parallel curving lines
about 1mm apart in the upper right part of the sky . Figure 2 shows
the second variant, two straight parallel lines lower down and more
toward the center.

I have also seen a straight
"railroad track" on the 20c+5c at
the far left which is shown in
Figure 3 . Another interesting
flaw on the 20c+5c is a dark
surrounded fleck below the top of

the dark ridge in the middle
distance at the right of the stamp
(Fig . 4).

Finally, I have one copy of the
20c+5c which has several small
flecks of the maroon border color
in the blue sky area . I also have
another copy that exhibits strong
plate wear in the upper part of
the blue field, especially at the
left, where the mountain and sky
seem to merge.

Because this set was printed at
the time when the new photogra-
vure technology was just emer-
ging, I am sure that other varieties will be found. As always, your
comments and questions are welcome.
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Sales Circuit Notes

Four new circuits were sent out during the last two months of
1988, for a total of 20 during the year . Sales were good. There
remains a substantial inventory of desirable material with more
expected. Four new circuits are planned for January and February.

Buyers : Most circuits are specialized, consisting only of one or
two of the forty-two different categories listed on the circuit
participation form . Circuits are sent only to buyers who have
indicated interest in the category enclosed . Buyers with broad
interests can expect to receive at least several circuits each year.
Buyers with narrower interests will naturally receive fewer and
possibly none for an extended period . We try to include all
registered buyers on a circuit as often as possible consistent with
their interests and available material . If your interests change, be
certain to notify the circuit manager so you can avoid receiving
circuits of no interest.

Beginning March 1, any buyer who makes no purchase from a
circuit of material in which he indicated interest will automatically
be removed from the circuit list for that category.

Sellers: We can use most categories except Pro Juventute and
Pro Patria stamps and all FDCs 1960 and later . Especially wanted:
se-tenants and tête-bêche, souvenir sheets, telegraph, railway, hotel,
Campione and soldier stamps, and good cover and cancellation
material in all categories.

Emil L. Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone: 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)

New Members

2323 Edwin Coble, N . Carolina 2324 James Gobberdiel, Illinois
2325 David Henly, Oregon

	

2326 Timothy Kent, Pennsylvania
2327 Evan Lurie, U.K.

	

2328 Sidney Peterman, Delaware
2329 Wm. Schneider, Michigan 2330 Fernand Schoppig, New Jersey
2331 John Dehner, New York

	

2332 Benzion Marks, Connecticut

Auction

Due to the delay in the delivery of the last issue of Tell, the
closing date for AHPS Mail Auction #82 has been extended to April
12, 1988 . Tell was late because of the time it took to prepare a
new mailing list and check-off for members who have not sent in
their dues as well as the usual annual post-Christmas problems and
delays within the USPS system . There are some nice items in that
auction, so it might be wise to look it over and send in your bids.
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Postmarks

New post office :

	

Closed post office:
1734 Tentlingen (16 .1 .89)

	

Fornasette (Paket .) (1 .1 .89)
Name Changes:

3510 Konolfingen to 3510 Konolfingen 1 (K-cancel #855)
3510 Konolfingen Dorf to Konolfingen 2 Dorf
3510 Stalden im Emmental to 3510 Konolfingen 3 Stalden
3600 Thun 1 to 3601 Thun 1 Bälliz
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